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CreateSpace Independent Publishing Platform. Paperback. Condition: New. This item is printed on
demand. 196 pages. Dimensions: 9.0in. x 6.0in. x 0.5in. Labella! Go to the store and get some roach
spray. Hattie and Tommy done had babies again. Growing up in the hood of Covington, KY wasnt so
great for sixteen year old Labella Jones. Living in a world where you have to teach your self how to
be a woman because your mothers minimum wage job takes all of her time isnt so easy. Fighting
everyday to overcome teenage jealousy and bullying because you dont fit in with the it crowd was a
ritual for young Bella. When a harsh situation brings Bella and Choc, one of the most popular girls in
school together, Bella learns how to love herself for who she is even with dirty clothes, nappy hair
and all. Waking up everyday knowing that to the world youre nothing but to him youre everything
made a big change in Bellas life. Meet Braxton B, struggling to make it out of the hood but falling
victim to the only resource available in the hood drugs to survive. B makes it a priority to teach
Bella the true...
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ReviewsReviews

This publication is wonderful. It is amongst the most remarkable pdf i have got read. Its been written in an exceptionally basic way and it is merely a er i
finished reading through this pdf in which really transformed me, alter the way i really believe.
-- Shayne Schneider-- Shayne Schneider

This composed pdf is excellent. It really is basic but excitement in the 50 % in the book. Your lifestyle span will likely be change when you comprehensive
looking at this book.
-- Tom Fisher-- Tom Fisher
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